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Abstract. The emergence of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies opened the possibility for building novel peer-to-peer(P2P) resource
allocation and sharing models. However, the trustless nature of these
P2P models creates the need for reliable and effective trust and reputation mechanisms to minimize the risk of accessing or interacting with
malicious peers. Blockchain technology, which is renowned for ensuring
trust in trustless environments, provides us with new mechanisms to
overcome the weaknesses of the existing reputation and trust management protocols. This paper proposes BTrust, an innovative decentralized
and modular trust management system based on blockchain technology
for evaluating trust in large-scale P2P networks. To quantify and assess
the trustworthiness of peers and identify malicious peers, BTrust introduces a multi-dimensional trust and reputation model to represent trust
and reputation scores in a single value derived from multiple parameters
with appropriate weightings. Other contributions of this paper include
the combination of recommendation and evidence-based approaches into
a single system to provide a reliable and versatile way to compute trust
in the network, an optimized trustless bootstrapping process to select
trustworthy peers among neighbour peers and an incentive mechanism
to encourage truthful feedback. We implement and evaluate the BTrust
protocol using simulations and show that BTrust is highly resilient to
failures and robust against malicious nodes.

1

Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have evolved from simple file sharing over the internet to advanced distributed resource sharing such as Crowdcloud [17] and
blockchain-based resource sharing. Nowadays, with the surge of cryptocurrencies, there has been growing interest in monetizing computing resources on the
blockchain[16] [37] [3][32]. Users are willingly ready to rent their unused storage
[34] [13], CPUs [21] or event internet bandwidth [33] to get paid in crypto-tokens.
However, sharing resources between users demands a certain level of trust, control of the quality of service (QoS) and digitally enforceable contracts for resource
use.

To ensure trust within P2P networks, help choose reliable resources and
obviate peer misbehaviour, multiple reputation-based trust management systems(RTMS) [14][39], have been proposed. These RTMS build trust by relying
on community-based reputations. They help peers to measure the trustworthiness of others and rate the QoS based on their reputation and mutual past experiences. In these schemes, a peer-to-peer overlay trust network is established.
Each device (represented interchangeably as node or peer) is considered simultaneously a client and a service provider whose quality of QoS and trustworthiness
need to be evaluated.
1.1

Limitations of traditional RTMS

The early traditional RTMSs presented multiple shortcomings related to the
storage, update and dissemination of trust data that needed to be addressed effectively. Many of these systems compute a global trust score based uniquely on
direct and indirect interactions between peers, ignoring other important factors
such as device security or user behaviour(UB). When it comes to the adopted architecture, these systems adopt either the decentralized or centralized approaches
to store and compute peers’ feedback and reputations. The disadvantages of centralized models [14][11][4], which use centralized servers and databases for trust
management, are their negative effects on the scalability and security of the
underlying infrastructure. On the other hand, the adoption of a distributed approach [39][19][2][35] solved most of the centralized-based approach issues but it
created new ones. The proposed decentralized models store feedback and compute a global trust value for each peer using a trust manager. This latter notion
introduces multiple issues.
– First, a malicious trust manager could intentionally affect the computation
of the trust value by ignoring some feedback.
– Second, malicious nodes could attempt to discredit a given peer by attacking
the trust manager.
– Third, the number of trust managers scales linearly with the number of peers.
– Fourth, the trust manager for a peer may be unavailable, leading to the
failure of the trust computation.
1.2

The Blockchain as a solution

With the emergence of the Blockchain, many Blockchain-based RTMS (BRTMS)
have been proposed to cope with the aforementioned shortcomings [12]. For instance, in [31], a BRTMS was proposed to store educational records of achievement and credit, such as degree certificates. Another BRTMS have also been
used in IoT/sensors networks to manage trust and authentication, as presented
in [7], [26], [9]. Other works, such as [36] and [23], proposed a BRTMS for vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) environments. In [5], [30] a BRTMS has been
proposed for e-commerce domain. Although these solutions present robust alternatives, most proposed solutions are service-orientated and cannot be applied in
a different context, thus the need for a service agnostic blockchain-based RTMS.

1.3

Contributions

In this article, we propose a generic BRTMS solution called BTrust that can be
applied to different blockchain-based networks. The proposed solution creates a
trust overlay network that addresses the issues of dissemination, incentivisation,
and the storage and retrieval of feedback in a P2P network without requiring trust managers or centralised operators. BTrust harnesses the underlying
blockchain to manage multiple services (such as identification, access control,
micropayments, etc.) to provide a resilient and versatile reputation system capturing new dimensions that can help detect compromised devices, even if they
behave correctly.
This work extends the existing efforts on combining Blockchain and trust
management systems [12]. The main contributions of BTrust could be listed
below:
– The novelty of BTrust relies on the adopted trust formula, which combines
recommendation and evidence-based approaches to determine the trustworthiness level of peers in large-scale networks. We make use of smart contracts
to both manage important services – serving as a basis for evaluating user’s
behaviour and the security assessment of a device– as well as to compute the
level of trust and disseminate it.
– We harness random walks for selecting trustworthy peers among neighbour
peers without causing overloads in the network (The cold start problem).
– BTrust relies on Remote attestation (RA) [20] — a mechanism that allows
authorized parties to detect the changes that occurred in remote devices– to
protect the integrity of a device (hardware and software).
– We propose an incentive mechanism to encourage truthful feedback.
1.4

Paper organisation

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 3 and 2, we present
the related works and background of trust and reputation management solutions.
Our new reputation management model implemented on top of Blockchain Technology is presented in section 4. We outline the BTrust algorithms in sections
5 and 6 and then present the results of the evaluation of the BTrust protocol
using simulations in section 7. Finally, in section 8 we summarize this work by
identifying some challenges and promising future avenues, in our conclusion.

2
2.1

Background
Blockchain and Smart Contract

Blockchain: Blockchain technology was initially introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto
in 2009 [28] as the underlying mechanism of Bitcoin, as a solution to the doublespending problem [28]. Concretely, Blockchain can be defined as a replicated
database (ledger) among the participants of a peer-to-peer network (Figure 1)

Fig. 1. Basic blockchain network

and managed by a consensus mechanism. Transactions are packed into block
units which are chronologically ordered and attached using cryptographic hashes
to ensure data integrity. Blockchain technology removes the need for a trusted
and centralized entity that would be controlling the network and responsible for
establishing trust. The term Blockchain (as a single word) did not appear in
Bitcoin’s initial paper [28], but the term “chain of blocks” was used instead. This
new nomenclature was subsequently coined by projects that came years after [6]
to distinguish between Bitcoin and its underpinning mechanisms.

Smart contract: The Smart contract concept is one of the key innovations
of Blockchain technology. The concept was proposed even before its emergence
by N. Szabo who first coined the term smart contract and defined it as a “computerized transaction protocol that executes the terms of a contract. The general
objectives of smart contract design are to satisfy common contractual conditions
(such as payment terms, liens, confidentiality, and even enforcement), minimize
exceptions both malicious and accidental, and minimize the need for trusted intermediaries” [27]. However, this objective was only truly concretized with the
emergence of Blockchain technology. Concretely, a smart contract is a deterministic executable script –written in a high-level programming language– that
codifies a given logic (e.g. a business logic) as a set of instructions for manipulating the states recorded in Blockchain. The script’s clauses or functions are
invoked by external transactions and executed by the validators in the network.
The execution result is then recorded in the blocks.

3
3.1

Related Works and Comparative analysis
State of the Art

Thanks to its promising features, Blockchain has been investigated intensively
by the research community to build new trust management systems.
Dennis and Owen [8] presented one of the early BRTMS. They proposed a
reputation system to store reputation from completed transactions on a new
Blockchain network in which transactions are validated by Bitcoin miners using merged mining. They propose a simple schema, where after receiving the
correct file, the user sends an encrypted transaction consisting of the reputation
score. This score is calculated using a single-dimensional reputation based on the
non-satisfactory transactions in which the user received the file they requested.
To reduce malicious transactions on the network, they propose a proof-of-stake
system, where a user with a low, or no reputation, stakes a small amount of
currency (Bitcoins) into a triple signed wallet. However, the use of Bitcoin as
a validation network would cause important latency since Bitcoin takes up to
10 minutes to process each block [24] and there is no guarantee that reputation transactions will be mined sequentially in order because miners are free to
choose which transaction to validate. Another issue is the ability of a single user
to generate multiple identities and promote his reputation since they link the
indemnity creation of an identity to the IP address of a user. Moreover, the approach adopted for selecting the peers from which the user will download the file
is insecure. The choice of the source depends on the friend’s peer reputation, thus
malicious nodes could focus their activity on proposing friendship to the newly
joining peers and impacting the computation of other peers’ reputations. Furthermore, operating this solution on a large scale is unpractical since each peer
has to operate a resource-expensive full Bitcoin node. These properties make it
unlikely that a network with a high amount of low resourced users, such as IoT
devices, would implement this reputation system.
Another BRTMS targeting resource sharing in P2P networks is presented in
[15]. The authors proposed a multi-level reputation scoring system for a Cluster
Of Non-Dedicated Interoperating Kernels (Clondike). In a Clondike system, each
participating user contributes computing performance of their machines and uses
the computing performance of the other workstations for his computing. In such
systems, there is a need for an RTMS to ensure fair usage of resources among all
nodes of an inter-organisation cluster, as well as to identify and eliminate nodes
that tend to overuse resources of the whole cluster and do not contribute by their
computation resources or contribute by false results. To achieve these goals, they
base the trust system on a relation between a node and the system instead of
building an interpreted trust based on the feedback of other nodes. Instead of
trusting reputation data that single nodes exchange, each node interprets behaviour data, which is stored in a blockchain, with its strategy. This approach
presents some drawbacks. The reputation is built only on positive feedback (kudos), therefore peers cannot rate the bad behaviour of their counterparts and
this bad behaviour is not logged into the blockchain. Moreover, the authors did

not experiment with their BRTMS on a large-scale network to prove its scalability, since they experimented on a 3 node cluster both 2 fair nodes successfully
penalized an abusive one.
In [40], a Proof-of-Trust (PoT) consensus protocol for enhancing data validation and accountability in crowdsourcing services is proposed. The authors
introduced a hybrid blockchain architecture, based on a consortium blockchain
acting as the underlying deployment network, while a public blockchain is used
to ensure validation for the novel consensus protocol. The proposed PoT selects transaction validators to validate collected data based on their trust values
while leveraging RAFT leader election and Shamir’s secret sharing algorithms.
The consortium is connected to the public blockchain through a set of gateways. Each consortium member has a consortium ledger management node and
a gateway node. The gateway nodes are situated in a demilitarized zone (DMZ),
providing isolation of the private consortium network from the open Internet
environment. However, with the limited number of gateways, there is a risk of
disconnection of the consortium network from the public blockchain, if the gateways are down or under DoS attack. Consequently, such disconnection will break
the consensus within the network.
In [1], the authors proposed a BRTMS for the Autonomous System (ASes).
The proposed BRTMS is devoted to evaluating network providers based on their
adherence to Service Level Agreements (SLAs) regarding interconnection agreements. The method used to calculate reputation is defined by a pre-agreed
and publicly known scoring function and the results are written in a private
Blockchain. They propose the use of SLA scores, which are quantified using a
smart contract, for helping ASes choose their business partners. They introduce a
fair scoring protocol that allows the scores to be deterministically computed from
measurements of forwarding performance. The protocol requires each SLA score
to be written on the blockchain and achieves privacy preservation by adopting
an order-preserving encryption mechanism.
In [29] the authors argue that Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) can
be leveraged to create and manage the trust relationship between peers in a
decentralized manner. They propose the LegIoT framework, which utilizes a DLT
to store, manage and process trust information, enabling mutually distrusting
parties to participate in a network.
In [18], authors leveraged the IoT with Ethereum’s Blockchain to provide
a reputation-based monetization system for IoT data, whose quality is ensured
for consumers through reviews and ratings. They proposed a publish-subscribe
model based on smart contracts, whereby a data owner shares information about
the topics and subscribers make deposits, consume data and rate the service
quality.
In [25], Bitcoin blockchain was proposed to be used as a public platform to
manage the trust for decentralized sensor networks, as well as for logging nodes
activities. These logs are then used as an indication of a node behaviour and
thus a basis from which to compute the node trust score.

In [10], the authors introduced a distributed credit-based Blockchain system with a built-in reputation mechanism. They proposed a distributed ledger
–obligation chain– for storing obligations of commitments. The service provider
checks the obligation chain and the payment chain (Bitcoin blockchain) to assess the credibility of the obligation issuer by relying on the credit history of
consumers and their ability to pay off their obligations.
3.2

Comparative Analysis

In Table 1, we present a comparative study of our work with the state of the
art solutions, and show that the proposed solution outperforms other similar
approaches.
Table 1. Comparative analysis of BTrust and Related work
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Reputation and trust management in BTrust

Within this section, we present an overview of the proposed BTrust reputation
and trust model and we describe the underlying architecture.

4.1

BTrust components

In our model we envision a P2P network, which involves the following 9 entities
(Figure 2) playing various roles:
Network operator (NO) A No is a community-based entity operating a
service-oriented network. The NO is responsible for the initialization, provisioning and updating of BTrust agents, and for establishing the first nodes in the
network. The NO is also responsible for deploying and updating the different
BTrust smart contracts. We envision NO as a decentralized entity operating
similarly to the maintainers of BC projects such as Ethereum or Bitcoin.
Certificate Authority (CA) The CA is an entity providing valid identities
and certificates for the members of the blockchain network. All the actions of
the CA (Creation, Validation, Revocation, etc.) are recorded transparently in
the blockchain.
Blockchain for reputation (BC) The BC acts as a shared database for storing reputation and computing feedback data. We assume that the BC can store
transparent and immutable data as well as execute smart contracts. In BTrust
the underlying BC can be either public, private, permissioned or permissionless.
BTrust agent (TA) Every peer-to-peer node hosts an agent that maintains the
BTrust protocol rules and evaluates the security of the device through interactions with built-in security tools. This agent ensures the communication between
the peers and between a peer and the different BTrust smart contracts (Reputation, Patch, Access control and Identification). The TA is also responsible
for managing patches and communicating periodically with the patch distribution server to discover new patch information and rate the peer according to its
patching activity.
The device manufacturer (DM) The DM is the entity that creates each
device. The DM securely installs in each device the bootstrapping credentials
(e.g. the Endorsement Key) needed for the Remote attestation.
Patch distribution server (PDR) A PDR is an entity that informs and
communicates to BTrust agents (Patch clients in this case) security patches
available for each device using a patch distribution protocol. The PDR manages
a patch DB which is updated by the network operator and by security vendors.
Remote attestation server (RAS) The RAS is an entity that manages the
entire process of attestation. It contains all the proofs for validating the devices’ integrity (such as the BIOS or Boot loader’s integrity, and other system

measurements) and checks whether the remote attestation client is trustworthy. Attestation protocols usually assume a single prover, but in our case may
involve many provers. In BTrust the remote attestation is not performed on demand but the BTrust agent periodically (and securely) measures and records its
own hardware and software state and sends them to the RAS.
Device owner (DO) A DO is the person or entity that physically owns the
device and is ultimately responsible for that device and how it is being used.
The DO is responsible for onboarding his devices, as well as for transferring
ownership of his device to another individual or entity. A device may have only
one owner at any given time.
The device user (DU) A DU is the individual or entity that uses a device. In
BTrust’s network, the DU (or the DO) is represented by his or her cryptographic
credentials (an address and public key pairs).
4.2

BTrust smart contracts

To perform its different roles, BTrust relies on four different smarts contracts:
Reputation smart contract (RSC) Builds the trust graph and logs the trust
of each peer in the network. Besides, it manages the peers’ feedback and the
incentivisation process.
Identification smart contract (ISC) Manages the identification and enrolment
of the peers, device owners and users as well as the remote attestation. Device
identification includes information about a device (the device profile) that helps
the patch server send appropriate patches to the BTrust client when new patches
are available in a patch DB.
Access control smart contract (ASC) Determines the access rules defined by the
DO. Each DO defines an access control policy for his devices, otherwise, a default
policy is applied.
Patch and security smart contract (PSSC) Provides the security patches and
evaluates if the recommended patches have been applied; stores the evaluation
of the security assessment of a device sent by the BTrust agent.
All these smart contracts are developed, deployed and upgraded solely by
the NO. In order to utilise BTrust, we assume that the device should have (1)
sufficient performance for the required public-key cryptographic operations, (2)
a sufficient energy supply to perform the required operations, (3) enough nonvolatile storage space to store the blockchain data and cryptographic keys, and
(4) hardware features to support remote attestation. If the device lacks the last
feature a software-based Attestation mechanism can be used.

Fig. 2. A simplified overview of interactions between different entities in BTrust architecture

Before joining the network, on-device attestation keys (Endorsement Key)
are injected into the device during the manufacturing process and signed by
the NO or the CA. The device’s Trusted Platform Module (TPM) signs the
PCRs (Platform Configuration Registers), and registers for securely maintaining
measurements inside the TPM with various attestation Identity keys(AIKs) that
it generates. The BTrust agent extends the PCRs at runtime by writing a hash
code into them. We consider that at any point in time, the number of active
peers may be different, and not known in advance.

4.3

Trust factors

In BTrust, a peer’s trustworthiness is defined by a combination of the evaluation
of the peer it receives from other peers in the past, alongside behavioural mon-

itoring and detection of abnormal activities. In developing BTrust, we consider
four important factors for such evaluation:
– The feedback a peer obtains from other peers;
– The total number of transactions that a peer performs;
– The security assessment of a peer for discriminating vulnerable devices from
less or secure ones; and
– The user’s behaviour.
Peers feedback In BTrust, trust is based on feedback gained directly and
indirectly from other peers, and the total trust score is calculated based in part
on the average of all recommendations, weighted by the trust degrees of the
other peers.
Number of Transactions The transaction volume is an important factor that
reflects the degree of satisfaction among different peers. We consider the ratio
of the total amount of satisfactory transactions received over the total number
of transactions received by a peer from another peer.
The user’s behaviour BTrust aggregates user data from a set of devices to
build a reputation score for the users, creating the possibility of tracking a
user’s behaviour across many devices. At each device, the behaviour is evaluated based on the log of successful and failed events for the services managed
by the blockchain using smart contracts. For example, BTrust monitors and
evaluates the user behaviour based on three major services:
– Integrity and attestation services: Since devices and their system software
can be replaced by malicious users or a device owner, BTrust relies on the
Remote attestation (RA) technique, to detect compromised entities. Such
that, each device’s identity is primarily attested before the device can access
a network and afterwards the device is periodically assessed and attested to
ensure its integrity.
– Financial transactions: A user can be evaluated regarding their financial
transaction records. For instance, a malicious user could try to perform a
double-spending attack or launch a DDoS (Distributed Denial of service)
attack on the network with malicious transactions.
– Access control service: The user’s access activity whether for his own resources or those owned by others is evaluated. If the user access activity
deviates from the rules defined by the access control smart contract, he is
deemed suspicious and thus the peer reputation.
It is worth noting that other aspects can be considered to evaluate user
behaviour such as Spamming activity or behavioural patterns. For simplicity, we
choose to adopt only the three aforementioned services.

Fig. 3. An overview of the interactions between devices, users and smart contracts in
BTrust

The security assessment of the Device We cannot evaluate the trust of
a device without considering its security assessment. In this regard, BTrust attempts to determine the security status of a device either through behavioural
monitoring, detection of abnormal activities or compliance to required security
policies which are updated regularly by the NO (patching security issues, updating vulnerable systems and software, etc.). To conduct the security assessment,
each peer is equipped with a BTrust agent, which interacts with a locally hosted
anomaly-based IDS (intrusion detection system) to detect anomalies, gather evidence and communicate this information to the RSC to adjust the peer’s trust
score. The agents also evaluate the compliance of each peer to the security rules
and guidelines defined by the NO.
4.4

General Trust Metric

After discussing the importance of the trust parameters involved in BTrust. We
formalize the BTrust parameters and present the formula we adopted to compute
the trust for each parameter.
P2P networks are decentralized, BTrust builds a virtual trust overlay on
top of these networks. Figure 4 shows a trust overlay network. BTrust network

is modelled as a directed edge-weighted graph G = (V, E), where each vertex
describes a node in the network, and directed edges are the feedback between
peers. We associate a weight to the edges for both directions to express the local
trust between the source and the destination peers. To model the peer-to-peer
interactions, we assume that peers exchange and rate exchanged transactions.
For example, peers can exchange blockchain information (such as block headers)
and rate the quality of received data.
In the graph G, the local trust value, a peer accords to others is indicated
by the weight of the outgoing edge from the node, whereas the weight of the
in-going edges to a peer represents the local trust received from other peers as
depicted in Figure 4. Thus, the directed edge P to Q reflects how much P trusts
Q. Let T (P ) denote the trust score for peer P. The formula is defined in (1) and
involves the following parameters:
–
–
–
–

GT (P ) the global trust value of peer P;
T (P, Q) the total number of transactions delivered by peer Q to P;
U B(P ) the user’s behaviour score; and
and ST (P ) the security assessment score for peer P.
T (i) = α ∗ (GT (i) ∗ U B(i)) + β ∗ (ST (i))

(1)

The coefficients α and β are normalized weight factors that serve to adjust
the global trust value.
The adopted trust formula consists of two parts. The first part reflects the
degree of trust that other peers have in the subject peer, based on their past
experiences, and the second part assesses the security situation of a given peer,
reflecting its likelihood of becoming a malicious peer. In the next three subsections, we present how the different parts of the formula are calculated.
P2P Reputation feedback Similarly to most RTMS, we rely on positive and
negative feedback to determine a local trust value that helps to compute the
global trust of peers. That is, each peer first calculates the local trust values for
other peers as described below:
Each time a peer P transacts with another peer Q, it may rate the response
received from Q as positive (tx(P, Q) = +1) if P is satisfied with the transaction
or as negative (tx(P, Q) = −1) if the transaction was not satisfactory.
Let S(P, Q) denote the normalized sum of the feedback received by P from Q
indicating the amount of satisfaction peer P has with Q. S(P, Q) is a normalized
value between 0 and 1. S(P, Q) will be calculated as follow :
First, let Sum(P, Q) denote the sum of the feedback given by Q to P.
(P
T (P,Q)
tx(P, Q) ∗ AR(P, Q),
Sum(P, Q) =
(2)
0, if Sum(P, Q) < 0
such that AR(P, Q) denotes the ratio of the satisfactory transactions to unsatisfactory transactions received by P from Q.

AR(P, Q) = N g(P, Q)/T (P, Q)

(3)

Then, we normalize the result to obtain a score between 0 and 1
X

S(P, Q) = Sum(P, Q)/

Sum(P, i)

(4)

i∈N (P )

The local trust value that peer P has about peer Q –denoted as LT (P, Q)– can
be defined as following :
LT (P, Q) = S(P, Q)

(5)

where N g(P, Q) denotes the total number of good transactions performed by
peer Q with P. Once the local trust with the neighbouring peers is calculated,
we can compute the feedback-based global trust value of a peer P as shown in
the following formula:

GT (P ) =

X

X

LT (i, P ) ∗ (GT (i)/

i∈N (P )

GT (j)) ∗ (1/1 + e−k∗T xi )

(6)

j∈N (P )

N (P ) is the set of neighbouring peers that interacted with P (peers that
received transactions from P). GT(P) is not updated unless card(N(P)) is greater
than a specific threshold. In the previous formula, T xi denotes the total number
of transactions provided by peer i to other peers, and k is a parameter that
determines how steeply the feedback impact of peers rises with the number of
served transactions. The logistic function (1/1 + e−k∗T xi ) is leveraged in (6) as
a factor to reduce the impact of malicious feedback on honest peers’ global trust
in the bootstrap phase.

User Behaviour score Various evaluations of the interaction of a user with
different services (such as access control or identification), can be incorporated
into the metric to help identify malicious users or peers under attack by entities
trying to gain illegal access. In other words, an adapted metric that incorporates
the users’ behaviour, denoted by U B(P ) and defined as follows:
U B(P ) =

X

αi ∗ U s(i)

(7)

i∈servs(P )

U s(i) represents the score obtained from using the ith service from a set
of defined services for the peer P (denoted as servs(P )). Different weights αi
can be assigned by the network operator according to the importance of a given
network service.

Security assessment score The security assessment score, denoted as ST (P ),
aims to quantitatively reflect the current security situation of a peer P. We
define a peer’s security assessment score by aggregating the sum of the required
objectives, weighted by the severity of each objective. The ST (P ) is defined as
follows:
(P
( i∈rules(P ) (F a(i) ∗ Sv(i) ∗ Da(i))) ∗ RA(P )
ST (P ) =
0, if ST (P ) < 0

(8)

Sv(i) is the severity of an objective i (from 1 to 10), rules(P ) denotes the
set of security objectives that peer P ought to achieve, Da(i) denotes the patch
application delay, and F a(i) denotes the fulfilment factor, which reflects if a given
objective was achieved or not. RA denotes the result of the remote attestation,
such that RA = 0 if the operation fails, otherwise RA = 1.
When a peer first joins the network, it must first fulfil a minimum of security
requirements determined by the security policy defined by the NO to acquire an
initial trust score (IS). The peer will only be able to interact with and rate other
peers if its reputation score is greater than a threshold IS value defined by the
NO.

5

BTrust Algorithms

Generally, BTrust proceeds in three phases: an initialization phase, the enrolment
phase, and the processing phase. These phases are explained below.
The initialization phase In the initialization phase, the NO builds an information
database that includes the security information and available patches for a wide
range of devices (models, versions, etc.). It defines the minimal security policy in
the security smart contract and the required threshold for a device to start rating
other peers. At the same time, the NO defines the initial security actions to be
fulfilled by the DO in order to achieve a trusted reputation and indicates their
corresponding severities and scores. The NO then defines the exchangeability
rules of the BTrust tokens-based incentive mechanism presented in section 6.
The manufacturer defines the information about the devices as well as how to
evaluate their integrity using remote attestation, whereas the DO installs and
sets up a BTrust agent in his devices.
The enrolment phase In the enrolment phase, each user joins the blockchain
network by generating a public/private key pair which uniquely identifies each
user. Users can then register their devices into the ISC, which maps a device
identity (public key or wallet address) to a device ID, an IP address, a blockchain
wallet, a DO, and a patch ID. At the end of the initial enrolment phase, the RSC
constructs an initial graph of the network composed of the full nodes and the
first devices (initially trusted devices).

Algorithm 1: BTrust algorithm for computing peer’s trust
Result: T (P )
Require α, β, γ,N, F eedbackT hreshold
initialization;
ST (P ) ← RetrieveSecurityScore(P )
U B(P ) ← RetrieveU serBehaviorScore(P )
if N > FeedbackThreshold then
for i = 1; i < N ; i = i + 1 do
LT (P, i) ← RetrieveLocalT rust(P, i)
GT (i) ← RetrieveGlobalT rust(i) T (i) ← Def ault
end
while |GT ′ (P ) − GT (P )| > γ do
for i = 1; i < N
P; i = i + 1 do
P
GT’(P) ← i∈N (P ) LT (i, P ) ∗ (GT (i)/ j∈N (P ) GT (j))
end
end
end
return T (P ) ← α ∗ (GT (P ) ∗ U B(P )) + β ∗ (ST (P ))

The processing phase In the processing phase, the new joining nodes retrieve a
list of live peers from a bootstrap DNS server or a cached node list and then
select a set of bootstrapping peers using the random walk function defined in
algorithm (2). BTrust agents start assessing the device security and the user
behaviour, as well as rating other peers using algorithm (1). While computing
the trust, the global score is computed iteratively, since the global trust of a
peer depends on the global trust of the rating peers, till it converges below a
specified threshold(γ). Initially, the algorithm starts with default trust values.
As peers obtain feedback from each other, the trust value is updated regularly.
Since the trust computation in BTrust is repetitive, we propose that each peer
computes its own global reputation, except for the last calculation which should
be performed on the smart contract to ensure the veracity of the calculation. In
particular, the reputation smart contract calculates and checks the convergence
of the global trust –locally computed by the peers. The intermediary values are
used to inspect and verify the trust computation performed by the peer.
Figure 3 provides a global overview of different interactions between the
components involved in assessing and evaluating a peer’s trust in the BTrust
network.
5.1

Trust-Based Peer selection using Random walks

In this subsection, we describe how BTrust protocol selects bootstrapping peers
or counterparts with whom peers can exchange transactions. Intuitively, an honest peer will tend to interact with the closest peers that have a higher level of
reputation and higher trust score. However, this approach will incur a heavy
workload for the most reputable and trustworthy nodes in large-scale networks.

To avoid this problem, our selection process considers nodes’ reputation and capacity (free inbound connections). Furthermore, we want to assist new joining
peers to randomly select their neighbours avoiding peers with a high number
of incoming connections (peer’s In-degree). The focus of our work is on unstructured P2P systems, where peers select neighbours randomly without any
knowledge about the network topology. The selection is performed through random walks over an overlay network based on the reputation graph and peers’
degrees.
To evaluate the availability of appropriate peers, we define the pertinence
ratio P R as the global trust of a peer ‘i’ divided by its in-degree (di ):
(
P R(i) =

T (i)/di , if di > 0
0,
otherwise

(9)

New nodes should preferably connect to peers with similar or higher pertinence ratios. The probability of a new joining node choosing the peer ‘i’ is
defined as the following:
X

P (i) = P R(i)/

P R(j)

(10)

j∈O(t)

such that O(t) denotes the set of online nodes at a given time. The probability
distribution P (X = i) can be therefore represented as :
P (X = i) = P (i) = 1/Z ∗ P R(i)
Z=

X

P R(j)

(11)
(12)

j∈O(t)

As it is impractical to calculate P (X) in wide networks due to the large number of
peers, we use a Markov chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) for sampling from
P . More specifically, we use the Metropolis-Hastings (HM) algorithm [38][22]
which works by simulating a Markov Chain with a stationary distribution Π.
This means that, after enough time, the samples from the Markov chain resemble
those of the samples from Π. That is, we model a second overlay P2P network as
a connected graph G′ = (V, E) with finite node set V = {1, 2, .., N } and an edge
set E that belongs to V2 . In G′ , We assign a transition probability and create a
self-loop at each node (Fig. 4), such that the total transition probability is 1.
Using HM, we then construct a Markov transition matrix P as :
P ij = P (Xn = j/Xn = i)
(
P ij =

q(i, j) ∗ α(i, j),
if j ̸= i
P
q(i, j) + k̸=i q(i, k) ∗ (1 − α(i, k)), otherwise

(13)

(14)

such that q is the transition kernel, which represents the probability of proposing
a move to some state j (peer j) given the current state i(peer i). In our case
q(i, j) = 1/(di + 1)

(15)

α(i, j) = min{1, p(j) ∗ q(j, i)/p(i) ∗ q(i, j)}

(16)

and

is the acceptance probability for accepting a proposed move from state i (peer
i) to state j (peer j). By its definition, the defined MC is reversible, aperiodic
and irreducible
By using this algorithm, new joining nodes retrieve a list of neighbouring
peers. Each node broadcasts its current connectivity degree to its neighbours
to allow other peers to calculate the defined pertinence ratio P R(i) using the
global trust retrieved from the reputation smart contract. The pertinence ratio
is then assigned as a transition probability to their edges as shown in Figure 4.
Next, each node starts multiple walkers, where the number is equivalent to the
node’s Out-degree. In order to avoid long walks, each walk is limited in time
using a TTL value equivalent to the number of iterations in the HM algorithm.
The walker moves from one node to another based on the edge probability and
the walker’s TTL is decremented until it stops (T T L = 0). If the node where the
walker stops is already connected to the starting node, then the walker moves

Fig. 4. Trust overlay network in BTrust

Algorithm 2: Random walk algorithm for peer selection
Result: PeerList
Require m , P, TTL , Graph G’
Initialization w ← P //The walker starts at P
for i = 1; i < m; i = i + 1 do
while w is connected to P do
while T T L > 0 do
w ← F orwardW alker(T ransitionP robability)//Position of the
walker after moving one step T T L ← T T L − 1
end
if w is connected to P and TTL=0 then
w ← F orwardW alker(T ransitionP robability)
else if w is not connected to P then
P eerList[i] ← w
end
end
return PeerList

some additional steps. The walk repeats until the walker discovers a suitable
node for the new node to join. Each node has a maximum number of allowed
inbound and outbound connections.

6

Feedback Quality

Btrust protocol relies partially on p2p feedback rating to compute trust scores.
However, two major problems stand in the way of having a reliable feedback
exchange; Lack of trustworthy ratings and false feedback. In this section, we
propose our solution to address these 2 issues.

6.1

Incentivisation

BTrust proposes a financial incentive mechanism that encourages peers to increase their trust score by behaving honestly and giving correct feedback. The
basic idea behind the proposed mechanism is that reputation needs to be monetized by converting it into financial tokens (denoted as reputation tokens). For
this specific reason, a peer can choose to convert any value of its trust score
into reputation tokens, and once converted, the reputation token can be sold
and bought from others by the DO. However, the bought reputation tokens do
not promote the reputation of the device owned by the buyer. In this proposed
token-based reputation system, losing reputation carries a direct and immediate economic loss. The reputation token and its related operations (conversion,
transfer, etc.) are managed by the reputation smart contract.

Fig. 5. BTrust watchdog mechanism

6.2

Mitigation of Lack of rating and bad behaviour

In order to limit false feedback and mitigate Bad-mouthing attacks [3], as well as
to deter bad behaviour, BTrust relies on special entities we call Watchdogs. The
Watchdogs are special BTrust peers –operated by the NO– responsible for inspecting the transactions and evaluating the feedback exchanged between peers.
Each WatchDog peer hosts a complete updated copy of the Blockchain. Thus,
a sender peer P can request the Watchdog to inspect the delivered transaction
and feedback rating. If P does not receive the due rating feedback or it gets
false feedback from the requesting peer Q, the watchdog peer can ask peer Q to
provide the correct due feedback. This is possible since the reputation feedback
provided by the requesting peer Q is stored in the RSC and because service
requests and responses are digitally signed by both peers.
In fact, in BTrust when a peer Q requests data from another peer P, the former digitally signs the request. P then responds with a transaction that conveys
alongside the requested data, a timestamp, a digital signature (or a message authentication code) of P and the signed request initiated by peer Q. The received
transaction is stored in the memory pool of the recipient peer Q, for a limited
time –equivalent to the average time needed for a blockchain transaction to be
validated–. In the case where a peer is not able to store the received transaction
for any reason (e.g. a full pool or unavailable free storage), it can request the
watchdog to store them. When peer P doesn’t receive the correct feedback it
can provide the watchdog with the signed request and response. Afterwards, the

Watchdog can request the peer that missed giving the feedback to provide it to
the peer providing the service. If the requesting peer Q refuses the watchdog
decreases Q’s rating

7

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we describe our simulation setup and configurations, and we
present the result of the experiments conducted to study the effectiveness of
the proposed Protocol. The simulation is based on different experiments that
evaluate the proposed trust management algorithm and examine its accuracy in
a variety of scenarios.
7.1

Simulation setup

To evaluate the BTrust model, we implemented a simulation model based on the
Netlogo 6.1.1 environment 5 . Netlogo is a multi-agent modelling environment for
emulating large-scale networks. This environment constructs networks of agents
that can be programmed, using a high-level language, to behave and interact
with each other according to the defined program. Using Netlogo we designed a
cycle-based simulation model for BTrust. For simulation purposes, we assume a
P2P file-sharing network as the application scenario of our trust model. At the
start of each cycle, we assume that a random number of peers may start a new
request for a file, respond to incoming requests, or rate the interactions. For each
simulation configuration, we perform five randomized runs for 100 cycles each,
on a community of 100 peers. For simulating possible behaviours, we consider
three types of peers :
– Honest peer: which always behaves honestly, cooperates with other peers and
provides honest feedback afterwards.
– Static malicious peer: which always delivers bad transactions and gives wrong
feedback to other peers.
– Dynamic malicious peer: which probabilistically behave maliciously by delivering bad transactions and feedback. We assume that all dynamic malicious
peers act honestly in the beginning in order to enhance their trust score.
We use an unstructured P2P architecture with peers responding to incoming
requests and providing feedback. We assume the network provides the same
service. Table 2 describes the main parameters adopted in our simulations.
In this simulation, nodes are initialized with a global trust value of 1/N .
We assume that dynamic malicious peers act approximately with the same rate
denoted as maliciousness_rate. We consider that each node has a maximum
of 8 outgoing connections. If one of these outgoing connections is disconnected,
the node will try to replace the lost connection by trying to connect to another
peer. At the same time, a node may accept up to 50 incoming connections from
other peers.
5

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/

Parameters
Default values
α
0.7
β
0.3
ST (i)
1
U B(i)
1
Maliciousness rate (maliciousness_rate) 100%
Trust score threshold
0.3
Total number of cycles
100
Number of services
1
Peers providing the service
All peers
Convergence threshold (γ)
10−4
Feedback threshold (Witnesses)
5
Percentage of malicious peer
20%
Type of malicious peer
Static
Table 2. Trust simulation default settings

7.2

Experiment 1 : Evaluation of accuracy

In this first experiment, we evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of BTrust
against malicious peers through the calculation of root-mean-square error (RMSE)
of aggregated total trust of all peers. RMSE is an estimator of the overall deviations between the predicted and measured values. The RMSE is defined by the
following :
v
uN
uX
RM SE = t ((T − T c )/T )2 /N
(17)
i

i

i

i=1

Where N is the total number of peers in the network, and Ti and T ci are the
correct and evaluated trust of a peer i, respectively. The RMSE is a good indicator that is inversely proportional to the accuracy of the trust models, such that
the lower the RMSE, the more the accuracy of the trust evaluation. The plots
in Figure 6 and 7 show respectively the average of RMSE under different rates
of malicious static peers and malicious dynamic peers. Within both scenarios, a
malicious proportion of 45% produces a low RMSE below a value of 0.2. Thus,
the BTrust approach of computing the trust score remains robust when we have
a large fraction of dishonest nodes. This result can be explained by the fact
that BTrust uses a personalized and adaptive formula to compute trust for each
entity. Another reason is the fact that our system, unlike existing decentralized
trust systems, replaces score managers with a trustworthy smart-contract based
score management system. This obviates the inherent risks of having malicious
score managers; i,e., a malicious trust manager could intentionally or under attack affect the computation of the trust value of a given peer. Moreover, In
the BTrust model, we leverage watchdogs for feedback verification to filter out
malicious feedback.

Fig. 6. Trust estimation error (RMSE) in presence of different portions of static malicious peers

7.3

Experiment 2: Effectiveness against dynamic and static
Malicious Peers

In this second experiment, we focus on evaluating the effectiveness of the BTrust
model in resisting dynamic attacks without leveraging the feedback correction
mechanism (Watchdogs). In that regard, we evaluate the successful transaction
rate (STR) in the presence of dynamic malicious nodes that oscillate between
malicious and honest behaviour at random with a probability of 0.5. The STR is
the ratio of the number of successful transactions over the total number of transactions. It is a typical metric used to evaluate the efficiency of trust models. We
assume these peers behave honestly up to some time (10th cycle) to accumulate trust before they start behaving maliciously. Within this experiment, we
maintain the default percentage of malicious nodes in the network (20%).
Figure 8 illustrates how the level of trust evolves during 100 cycles. We
observe that the STR decreases proportionally to the maliciousness_rate. In

Fig. 7. Trust estimation error(RMSE) in presence of different portions of dynamic
malicious peers, during 100 cycles

Fig. 8. Successful transaction rates under different scales of dynamic attacks

Fig. 9. Successful Transaction Rate(RMSE) in the presence of different proportions
of static malicious peers

the context of a low and moderate maliciousness_rate < X within the interval[0.1,0.2], we observe a weak variation of STR (0.1%). When the malicious
peers switch from behaving honestly to behaving maliciously, the STR decreases
quickly and, after an average of 40 cycles, the STR stabilizes at a high rate. This
cadence can be explained by the fact that the trust score of dynamic malicious
peers decreases, even though they behave correctly from time to time in order
to regain the trust score. This result reflects that the correctness of the BTrust
model is very high even in the presence of dynamic malicious peers. Moreover,
the STR remains below 1 as the malicious peers continue to exchange malicious
transactions and feedback between them without affecting honest peers.
In a second scenario, we compute the STR in the presence of different proportions of static malicious peers. As shown in Figure 9, a high proportion (over
60%) destabilises the level of trust within the system and thus decreases significantly the STR. Inversely, the STR remains at a high level of 0.8 when we have
a malicious proportion of less than 40%. This result reflects the resilience of the
BTrust model against a large proportion of static malicious actors.

7.4

Experiment 2 : Convergence of BTrust

In this simulation, we focus on evaluating the convergence speed of BTrust and
its scalability with regard to the increasing network. The convergence speed is
measured as the number of iterations needed before the trust score converges.
Thus, a lower value of the convergence iterations means a higher convergence
speed. Interestingly, the results shown in Figure 10, confirm that the convergence speed is very fast since each node needs a maximum of 2 iterations before
trust score computation converges. The results prove the scalability of BTrust
concerning the number of iterations needed to converge since the latter does not
grow substantially with the increase (from 100 to 10000) of the number of peers
in the network.

7.5

Load distribution

In this experiment, we evaluate the load of individual peers incurred by BTrust.
The metric used for this evaluation is the number of times a particular peer(service)
is requested to deliver a transaction. To measure the amount of variation across
the network, we compute the standard deviation of the load among all the peers.
The simulation is performed after 10000 transactions, the equivalent of an average of 100 transactions per peer, in the presence of a varying-size minority
of malicious peers (5-80%). The load computation is performed only on honest peers since they are the preferred targets of other peers and thus the most
likely to incur heavy load. Figure 11, shows that the standard deviation of the
load distribution is very minimal and does not change significantly as the size of
the malicious minority increases. Thus, BTrust does not incur a heavy load on
the peers, since the adopted random walk process privileges peers with a high
pertinence ratio.

Fig. 10. Number of iterations required for convergence by each node within 100 cycles

8

Conclusion and future work

We have presented a new BRTMS, BTrust that combines multiple determinant
factors for quantifying and comparing the trustworthiness of peers based on a
P2P feedback system, user behaviour and the security assessment of the devices.
We also presented an effective peer selection approach, based on random walks,
which does not incur heavy load and computation in large networks. Moreover,
BTrust is an extensible and modular protocol, since its underlying concepts, used
to compute trust, are generic and thus can be extended. For instance, in order
to capture a more accurate evaluation of a user’s behaviour, we can incorporate
additional services such as Spamming activity or behavioural patterns.
Based on the simulation findings we conclude that our trust model is able
to fulfil all design considerations announced in the introduction. Especially the
ability to isolate malicious peers in P2P networks without requiring a central
authority. Moreover, the results proved the effectiveness and efficiency of the
proposed trust model under various attacks.
This paper presents an initial version of the BTrust protocol; our research
continues by investigating multiple enhancements. First, to ensure improved privacy, we are investigating the use of Direct Anonymous Attestation instead of
sending remote attestation data to a trusted server. Second, we envision a decentralized evaluation of the remote attestation. Third, we are working towards
using off-chain models for logging local trust scores, using solutions such as lightning networks, whereby two nodes can mutually rate each other contentiously
without overcharging the blockchain with reputation transactions and to reduce
validation latency. Fourth, given that secure processing and transmission of trust
data were not addressed in this paper, we are working towards implementing such
mechanisms.
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